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We are specialized in the manufacturing of a wide
range of GAME TABLES. 

From casino games to strategy games, our game
table collections can fit anyone's desire.

The design goes from more classical to pure
modern. 

The customization is a key point of our game tables.
Thanks to our deeply rooted experience, we are able

to create TURNKEY games room, matching
different games and taking care of room decor 

What we do?
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Nowadays enjoying leisure time or spending
evenings with friends, in the complete privacy of the
house, can be considered a real luxury. 

Vismara Design creates spaces thereby enabling to
enjoy relax and lightheartedness: Private Game
Room, not just a product, but one-of-a kind service.

The importance of time
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A GAME TABLE IS A TIMELESS PIECE 
to enjoy for a lifetime
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WHICH PLAYER ARE YOU?

STRATEGY GAME PLAYERSPORTY GAME PLAYER CASINO GAME PLAYER



EGEO Table Tennis

NEW

NEW

OSKAR Foosball Table NEWARGO Dartboard

BLADE Table Tennis

STADIUM

BLOW Air Hockey Table

Foosball Table

ARENA Table Tennis

ARYA Air Hockey Table
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SPORTY GAME TABLES

You are definitely a dynamic
person, who likes to have fun
with friends. 
Start your matches with 
 Table Tennis, Air Hockey and
Foosball table.
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Argo, Dartboard Cabinet, is a real work of art.
It is available in 3 different versions: Circus Edition with
surrealistic illustration on the doors, 2020 Edition with
veneered doors and Dune Edition, with lacquered dune
motif. 

Inside, the target is in African Sisal, a natural fiber that
does not allow the creation of holes.
Argo Dartboard Cabinet has rubber printed with a
geometric pattern, placed around the target and on the
inside part of the doors. 
This material protect the dartboard cabinet from
unlucky shots.

ARGO Dartboard
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ARGO
Dartboard

SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

156

10

95

ACCESSORIES

Darts set
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Oskar is the new Foosball Table. 
Rounded shapes, sinuous lines and pastel colours. 
The inspiration for the new Oskar Foosball Table
comes directly from the 50s design.
Its soft shape marries perfectly with the little players,
inspired by the theatrical figures of the Bauhaus
master Oskar Schlemmer. 

Oskar Foosball Table is proposed in glossy lacquering
to enanche its shape. The playing field is in back
lacquered tempered glass.
The players are in steel, available in 4 finishes or even
lacquered. 

OSKAR NEW
Foosball Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

159,6

97,8

87

OSKAR
Foosball Table

ACCESSORIES

Cork balls
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Stadium is a Football Table, which perfectly combine
its contemporary design and its playful nature.
Vismara transforms a popular product into a refined
example of Italian design.

Stadium uniqueness lies in every little detail, from the
gold and fine chromed steel players to the cork game
balls.
Stadium players are in anodized turned aluminium.
The two teams are available in different steel finishes:
polished gold, polished black nickel, polished chrome
and bronze.

STADIUM Foosball Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

156

113

87

ACCESSORIES

Cork balls

STADIUM
Foosball Table
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Egeo is an outdoor Table Tennis Table.
Egeo table draws inspiration from ancient Greek
temples, from their majestic grace and essential
shapes.
The playing top is in ceramic, available in two stone
effect finishes: Beige Travertino Classic and Gris du
Gent.
The legs are beautifully crafted in fluted resin, coated
with a concrete effect lacquering, recalling greek
columns pattern. 
The game net can be easily removed, transforming
the table in a dining/conference one.
Egeo Table is also available in a indoor edition, and it
includes a set of rackets and ball.

EGEO NEW
Table Tennis Table

OUTDOOR
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IN OUT
DOOR
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

274

153/185

75/92

EGEO
Table Tennis Table

ACCESSORIES

Rackets & balls
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Blade is a modern Table Tennis Table.
It is a product with a linear and essential design.
Blade Table Tennis Table is the reinterpretation of a
classic game, of common use and knowledge,
revolutionized and elevated to an exclusive product.

The high quality of the materials is accompanied by a
deep study of the details. The structure of Blade
Table Tennis Table is entirely covered in leather with
the exception of the playing top, in wood essence.

BLADE Table Tennis Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

274

153/185

75/92

ACCESSORIES

Rackets & balls

BLADE
Table Tennis Table
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CLEAN l i ne s
es sen t ia lDESIGN
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Vismara Table Tennis Table Arena is an innovative
product with great versatility.

In its more traditional version, it acts as an elegant
meeting/dining table, but when the game net is
placed, it turns into a modern Table Tennis Table .
Arena is complete of all the necessary accessories. It is
a product with a strong aesthetic personality,
characterized by an eccentric look and an obsessive
attention to detail.

Table Tennis Table Arena base is a contemporary
bold element, that makes the table a unique piece.

ARENA Table Tennis Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

274

153/182

75/90

ACCESSORIES

Rackets & balls

ARENA
Table Tennis Table
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Blow, is the new Air Hockey table by Vismara Design.
Its beauty comes from its simplicity: clean lines,
essential design and precious materials. Blow Air
Hockey Table greatest quality is the perfect balance
between form and function.

Blow Air Hockey table is provided with fans to ensure
excellent fluidity during the game. The engine
generates an air cushion on the playing field to slide
the puck like on ice plate.

Blow Air Hockey playing field is in punctured
laminated metal to permit an excellent air flow.

BLOW Air Hockey Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

219

124

82

ACCESSORIES

Pucks Pushers

Removable Table Top

BLOW
Air Hockey Table
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Arya is a luxury Air Hockey table. This table is
provided with fans to ensure excellent fluidity during
the game. The fans generates an air cushion on the
playing field to slide the puck like on ice plate.

The playing field of the Air Hockey table Arya is
made of punctured metal laminate that provide a
proper air flow. Legs are covered with leather,
enriched with steel details.
The edges of Arya are covered with leather.

ARYA Air Hockey Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

219

120

82

ACCESSORIES

Pucks Pushers

ARYA
Air Hockey Table



Multigame NEW

POSH Mahjong Table

GOEMON Chess/BackgammonENIGMA 

MHAJONG

SCACCOMATTO

VERTIGO Arcade Table
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STRATEGY GAME TABLES

You are a thoughtful person
who loves games of intellect
and meditation.

Test yourself with Chess,
Backgammon and Mahjong

Chess Table

Mahjong Table
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An apparently simple table hides secrets ready to be
revealed.
A product that changes, but always remains the same.
Enigma is a multi-game table that thanks to
interchangeable tops allows you to have your
favourite games close at hand, in a single product.
Top rail of Enigma is in veneer wood equipped with 4
built-in cup holders, one for each player.
Enigma is available with fixed Carrom board or fixed
Cards board. 
From this two version, you can add different double
face top to have more games in just one piece.
Chess, Checkers, Mahjong, Backgammon all in one
piece.

ENIGMA Multigame Table
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ENIGMA
C a r d s ,  D o m i n o ,  M a h j o n g  E d i t i o n

ENIGMA
C a r r o m  E d i t i o n

37
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ENIGMA
Multigame Table

SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

180,2

108,2

79

ACCESSORIES

Double Face Tops

Different game accessories
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Goemon Chess Table is a multifunctional table that
can also be used as a bar table. Goemon is also
available in the Backgammon version.
The peculiarity of Goemon Chess Table is the
airbrushed glass top. It is enriched with decorative
Circus motifs, an extravagant edition with surreal
elements, drawn by hand.

The Goemon Chess Table, being a high table, is
perfect for enriching bar areas. Stools are also
available to complete the set.
Goemon is also available in a coffee table version

GOEMON
Chess/Backgammon Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

67

67

111

ACCESSORIES

Chess Box

GOEMON
Chess/Backgammon Table

Removable chess top
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Scaccomatto is a motorized luxury Chess Table.
Scaccomatto can be use in different ways, thanks to
its pop up mechanism. 
The rising mechanism is powered by a lithium battery
directly rechargeable from home electricity; the
movement is managed by a button placed under the
top, or thanks to an optional remote control. 

In the inside space of Chess Table, are located chess,
checkers and backgammon sets.  The chessboard is
elegantly inlaid with ebony and mother-of-pearl and
covered with tempered glass. 
All chess pieces, made of turned and anodized
aluminum, are exclusively designed by Vismara. 

SCACCOMATTO
Chess Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

92

92

44,6/84,6

ACCESSORIES

Remote Chess Box

Backgammon board

SCACCOMATTO
Chess Table
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Posh, is the new Mahjong table by Vismara.
It is an automatic Mahjong table, that is equipped
with a hidden mechanism that automatically sorts
Mahjong tiles.
The playing surface of the Mahjong table is covered
in velvet or leather; in the center there is the control
panel; tiles magically come out from openings on each
player side once sorted.
Functionality is enriched by a highly refined aesthetic.
Posh is a contemporary Mahjong table with a timeless
style. To top it all, each player station is equipped
with two leather storage pockets, and a double USB
port for recharge devices during Mahjong matches.
Posh Mahjong table is completed with 2 sets of game
tiles.

POSH Mahjong Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

94,2

94,2

80

ACCESSORIES

Tiles box Hidden cup holder

Removable top

POSH
Automatic Mahjong Table
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The great tradition linked to this game has pushed
Vismara to create a table that maintains the
conventional rules but with an innovative touch.

The Mahjong Table mechanism for the tiles sorting,
allows to optimize the game experience, making the
table a precious and one-f-a-kind product. 
Aesthetically, the combination of an original look and
a modern style, is associated to the traditional layout
of the game surface, making Mahjong Table a real
artisan masterpiece. 
Mahjong table is also complete with storage
compartments and USB ports in all four player
positions. The Mahjong table is accompanied by two
sets of professional magnetic cards.

MAHJONG Mahjong Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

105

105

79

ACCESSORIES

Tiles box Hidden cup holder

Removable top

MAHJONG
Automatic Mahjong Table
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Vismara revisits a game with a vintage flavor dear to
the 80s in a modern key. Vertigo's main feature is the
unusual arrangement of the screens, placed
horizontally on the table top, different from the
typical Arcade Cabinet.

The design of Vertigo Arcade Table is modern, with
soft and essential lines, perfect for decorating
contemporary interiors. The 42-inch LCD screen is
embedded under a tempered lacquered glass, and is
divided into two parts, one for each player.
Vertigo Arcade Table comes with 24kt gold plated
buttons and joysticks.

VERTIGOArcade Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

145

97

82

VERTIGO
Arcade Table
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L I F E
is a game to play



DESIRE Poker Table

SHANGHAIASSO Poker Table

MIRABILIA

VEGAS

NAPOLEON

Poker Table

ROMA Blackjack Table

MONTECARLO
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CASINO GAME TABLES

You absolutely love thrill and
competition, nothing can stop
you during a tournament. 

Try your luck with Blackjack,
Roulette and Poker.

Poker Table

Poker Table

Blackjack Table Roulette Table CONVIVIUM Roulette Table
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Asso is the new Poker Table by Vismara, from
Metropolis Collection.

The simplicity of its shape is transformed into extreme
luxury thanks to a deep study of details.
The conical base of Asso Poker Table is covered in
leather, as are the cup holders built-in the top of the
table.
The playing surface of Asso Poker Table is slightly
padded covered with a cloth customizable in all
Pantone colors.

ASSO Poker Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

160

160

79

ACCESSORIES

Chips Case Inlaid Chips Box

Chips rack

ROUND
SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

219

125

79

OVAL

ASSO
Poker Table
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Poker Table Shanghai is a modern design piece.
Its main feature is the light base, made of thin
lacquered sticks that gives harmony to the table.

The design is modern, light and essential. 
Shanghai Poker Table is the perfect element for
decorating a contemporary interior.

The playing surface is lightly padded and covered with
a cloth, customizable in all Pantone colors.

SHANGHAI Poker Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

160

160

79

ACCESSORIES

Chips Case Inlaid Chips Box

Chips rack

ROUND
SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

219

125

79

OVAL

SHANGHAI
Poker Table
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Poker Table Vegas is a product that encapsulates
Vismara private entertainment point of view. 
Elegance, strong personality and authenticity are the
main features of Poker Table Vegas.  The base is in
wooden rings and stainless steel profiles. The Poker
table edges are equipped with chips racks and
stainless steel cup holders. 
The playing surface is slightly padded and covered by
a cloth customizable both in design and in all Pantone
colors. 
All the elements are harmoniously combined to create
a Poker Table that is the perfect scenery of
unforgettable moments. 

VEGAS Poker Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

160

160

79

ACCESSORIES

Chips Case Inlaid Chips Box

Chips rack

ROUND
SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

219

125

79

OVAL

VEGAS
Poker Table
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PARADISE OF BEAUTY 
Transform your home into a
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Desire Poker Table is a product of extreme luxury. Its
strong point is the design of the base, the real
protagonist, lacquered in two colors.

The edges of the Poker Table feature built-in steel
drink holders. The playing surface is slightly padded
and covered with a customizable cloth, both in design
and in Pantone color.

DESIRE Poker Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

219

125

79

ACCESSORIES

Chips Case Inlaid Chips Box

Chips rack

DESIRE
Poker Table
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Mirabilia, a round Poker Table, is a unique piece
equipped with a pop-up mechanism that reveals a bar
element inside. 
A lithium battery allows the lift movement of the
central part of the poker table, in which you can store
your precious bottles and set of chips. 
The base of Poker Table is a contemporary design
element: helicoidal shape created with the overlap of
several rings in lacquered wood.  The table also has
steel cup holders built-in the top. 

The pop-up mechanism of Mirabilia Poker Table can
be activated by a button under the top or by remote
control.

MIRABILIA Poker Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

160

160

79/118

ACCESSORIES

Chips Case Inlaid Chips Box

Remote

MIRABILIA
Poker Table
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Poker Table Cloth

Oval Monochrome Oval Rays

Round Rays Round Monochrome Round Two-Tones
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The union of two only seemingly distant worlds opens
up to an imaginary universe, halfway between real
and unreal, fantasy and nature. 
Vismara Design mixes rationality and irrationality to
create something that wants to be contemporary, very
fashionable and capable of linking the two opposites
of fantasy and knowledge.

As in an eccentric modern Wunderkammer, the Poker
Cloth of Circus Edition takes you into an
extraordinary universe where art and science live and
blend together harmoniously.

MIRABILIA Limited Edition
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The new Roma Blackjack table is a table of extreme
lightness and modernity. 
Its design recalls the shapes of an amphitheater. Its
beauty comes from a refined combination of different
elements.

Roma Blackjack table is composed by a light base
created by fine lacquered sticks, dominated by the
playing surface. Roma Blackjack playing surface keeps
the traditional layout and can be made in all Pantone
colours.

ROMA Blackjack Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

203

117

79

ACCESSORIES

Chips Case Inlaid Chips Box

Sabot

ROMA
Blackjack Table
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Napoleon is a luxury Blackjack Table.
Vismara designed a table equal to the fascinating
Blackjack game, through an original style and a
captivating aesthetic.

The entire wooden structure of Blackjack Table is
adorned with sophisticated stainless steel inserts, and
the cloth is customizable both in color and in layout.
All the Blackjack Table elements are harmoniously
combined in order to create a furniture endowed with
great beauty and flawless functionality.

NAPOLEON
Blackjack Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

198

112

77,5

ACCESSORIES

Chips Case Inlaid Chips Box

Sabot

NAPOLEON
Blackjack Table
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Montecarlo Roulette Table is a unique and inimitable
product for those who love enjoying private
entertainment in the complete privacy of their home. 

This Roulette Table is completely made in Italy with a
professional French roulette wheel with lacquered
external edges and a chips rack for the dealer. 

The double wooden ring base of Montecarlo Roulette
Table is a real design artwork, which gives a touch of
luxury to the entire table. 

MONTECARLO
Roulette Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

230

125

79

ACCESSORIES

Chips Case Inlaid Chips Box

Chips Rake

MONTECARLO
Montecarlo Table
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Convivium, the Multifunction Round Roulette Table is
an eccentric piece of design that is more unique than
rare.
The strength of this Roulette table is its originality: the
traditional roulette game is twisted and presented in
a round layout, mirrored on two sides.
At the center of the Roulette Table, the professional
wooden roulette triumphs, elegantly covered by a
Lazy Susan. 
This accessory permit to use the Roulette Table as a
dining table.

CONVIVIUM
Roulette Table
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SIZES cm

W:

D:

H:

160

160

77

ACCESSORIES

Chips Case Inlaid Chips Box

Chips Rack

CONVIVIUM
Roulette Table
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H O M E  B A R
The bar area is an essential element
of a game room. It is the place where
the homeowners can delicately taste
wine and savour his most precious
bottles. 
Vismara creates and offers different
types of bar: bar cabinets, built-in
bars and bars with counter. 
The best solution is the one that can
perfectly suit one’s own needs and the
game area style in its entirety.
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HEMINGWAY
Bar with Counter
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SPIRIT
Bar Cabinet
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MODI'
Bar Cabinet
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FELLINI
Home Bar
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FELLINI
Home Bar with pocket doors



TAKE A LOAD OFF!
To match a luxury table you need a luxury
seating to create a conversation area. Check
our upholstery collection.
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https://context.reverso.net/traduzione/inglese-italiano/take+a+load+off
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SHELL Swivel Chair BELL Chair CAPSULE Swivel Armchair

YGRITTE Swivel Armchair EDGAR Swivel Stool JOYCE Swivel Stool ASTRO Swivel Stool

KUBRIK Reclining Sofa BOLLA Curved Sofa WAVY Curved Sofa

HIGH Chair



DOWNLOAD LOOKBOOK HERE

POOL TABLES
CHECK ALSO

https://www.vismara.it/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/22VismaraDesign_PoolTableLookBook.pdf
https://www.vismara.it/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/22VismaraDesign_PoolTableLookBook.pdf
https://www.vismara.it/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/22VismaraDesign_PoolTableLookBook.pdf
https://www.vismara.it/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/22VismaraDesign_PoolTableLookBook.pdf
https://www.vismara.it/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/22VismaraDesign_PoolTableLookBook.pdf


WWW.VISMARA.IT
info@vismara.it

https://www.instagram.com/vismaradesignitaly
https://www.pinterest.it/VismaraDesign1/
https://www.youtube.com/@vismaradesignitaly
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vismara-design/

